
The Miami Advantage.

Is a Master of International
Business Right for you?

What’s in it for you?

The Miami Herbert Business School Difference.

Change your career with a game-changing program. 

You aspire to work in a
multinational company, consult,
start your own business, or
globalize your family business.

You want to transform into 
a global leader with the 
knowledge and skills to 
successfully lead across 
cultures and markets.

GMAT/GRE not required.

In Fall ’22 class,
across the portfolio

of on-campus
graduate business

programs, 58
different countries
are represented.

Learn from 
a diverse 
faculty (nearly
half identify
 as minorities)
who are ranked
#8 globally.

Work on
projects for

global industry
leaders like

AmEx, Boston
Scientific and

Visa

Learn to manage teams
across borders with 
a degree focused on
building cultural bridges
and sensitivities through
immersion programs and
global trips.

Immerse yourself 
in new perspectives.
Over 75% of students
are proficient in two
or more languages
and have lived 
abroad.

Our hands-on 
curriculum gives 
you opportunities 
to develop a global
business mindset while
working on real projects
at real organizations.

Gain valuable
insight by
embracing

sustainability
across all 

key business
operations

Gain access to one-on-one
career coaching and networking
opportunities. Representative
employers who have hired our
graduates: Boston Scientific, 
JP Morgan, and Astranis Space
Technologies. 

Be on the
cutting-edge of
business trends
with technology-

led courses in
blockchain and
programming

Our curriculum equips early-career
professionals and career changers
with a solid foundation to thrive in 
a globalized and digitalized world. 
It provides a unique and well-rounded
understanding of business operations
from a global perspective.

A world-class
program shaping
the world’s 
next business
leaders. 

Gain the international business exposure you
need in the city shaping its future. Specially
designed to expand your global perspectives
through experiential learning and cross-
cultural experiences, the 
Miami Herbert Business School Master 
of International Business program gives you
the tools to implement sustainable
strategies and connect with executives 
of multinationals, entrepreneurs, and their
international service providers across
industries. #YourTomorrowStartsHere

Go
Global

Strength in
Diversity

Leaders in
Sustainability 

Innovators
Welcome

#8 7   %

#1

4   ,000+

Cane2Cane

Join a network of over 45,000+ alumni
and gain access to increased internship

and employment opportunities. 

Lifelong access to our Cane2Cane career
and mentorship networking platform.

Connect with alumni, access unique job
opportunities, and receive global career

support and mentorship.

Miami is ranked the #1 most international
city in the U.S. by the U.S. Census Bureau.
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#YourTomorrowStartsHere

LEARN MORE


